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DEMOS & PRIZE DRAWS

ELECTRICAL TESTING MADE EASY

FLOOR SAFETY MATTING

THE ITALIAN JOB
U-Power, a manufacturer of high
performing safety footwear and
clothing, will exhibit its latest range
of Italian-designed protective wear at
the Safety & Health Expo.

U-Power’s stylish and durable,
premium safety clothing is created
from inception through to
production by leading sportswear
and fashion designer Maria Teresa
Castelli. Expo 2014 will be the first
time that U-Power’s comfortable,
sporty and functional products will
be showcased at a UK event.  

Visitors to U-Power’s stand will be
able to see much of its chic work-to-
leisure clothing and footwear,
including a new GORE-TEX footwear
range. Also new, is U-Power’s PS1
range of colourful, lightweight and
technical workwear that is designed
to provide all-day comfort and
protection in warmer conditions. 

Visitors to the stand can enter a
prize draw to win an item of
clothing.
Stand M1900 
Tel: 01543 417 241

on show include: Optimus Sound
Level Meters, which are suitable for
noise at work and environmental
noise measurements; the doseBadge
Noise Dosimeter, for measuring and
assessing the noise exposure of
mobile workers or anyone working
in hazardous environments; and the
SoundSign Noise Warning Sign,
which is suitable for informing and
warning employees about high noise
levels in the workplace. 

Delegates will also be invited to
participate in the new version of the
popular “HOW Loud?” competition
with prizes worth up to £1,000. 
Tel: 0845 230 2434

RRC’s Learning Centre, through
which its new IOSH Working Safely
e-learning course has just been
launched.

On each day of the show, the first
250 people who register their details
on the stand will receive a free pair
of stylish JSP Stealth 9000 safety
glasses. There will also be a daily
prize draw for a FREE NEBOSH
Certificate e-learning course of the
winner’s choice, and the chance to
win a free NEBOSH Diploma e-
learning course.
Stand Q2400
Tel: 0208 944 3100

JSP is inviting visitors to the Safety &
Health Expo to join in celebrations
that will be taking place on its stand
to mark 50 years of ‘Manufacturing
for Safety’. JSP will also be giving
interactive demonstrations of face-fit
testing for a number of its
respiratory protective devices using
FFRED, the new HSE RPE
demonstration model, as well as
performance testing of JSP’s new
Premier Shield and Hardia+ lens
coating technologies for its
protective eyewear.

Other products JSP will be
showcasing include the Press To
Check P3 filter technology that
enables instant face-fit testing of
JSP’s Force 8 half-mask, the K2
Height Safety Range, the Thermex
Goggle, Stealth Hybrid - a
combination spectacle/goggle
protection solution; and
the Skyworker Helmet, which
provides enhanced crown and side
impact protection. 

At Safety & Health Expo, Seaward
will show how its latest innovations
in maintaining electrical safety at
work can be integrated as part of a
broader, risk-based health and safety
management approach. In line with
recent HSE and IET guidance,
Seaward’s new Apollo 600 establishes
a new approach to portable

At the Safety & Health Expo, COBA
will launch a new floor safety
product that is designed to deliver
many user benefits and impressive
performance.The new product,
which will be officially unveiled at
the exhibition, has been dubbed as
“one of the most significant products
to be added to COBA’s safety matting
range in many years,” Chris Stanley,
COBA Europe’s sales director, says. 

COBA will also be exhibiting its
full range of safety matting designed

to reduce slips and improve comfort
from prolonged standing in the
workplace, as well as its COBAGRiP
family of GRP anti-slip sheeting and
stair treads.
Stand P1850
Tel: 0116 240 1088

JSP will receive the Frost &
Sullivan Market Leadership
European Head Protection Award
2014 for its commitment to
providing outstanding industrial
head protection products and
customer service at 5pm on
Wednesday 18 June. 
Stand P2150
Tel: 01993 826050

appliance testing. The multipurpose
tester is equipped with onboard risk
assessment tools to assist the user in
taking a proportionate response to
the inspection and testing of
electrical equipment. 

The Apollo 500 and Apollo 600
testers can also create special user
defined documentation to record
and store all the vital information
associated with other workplace
health and safety assessments. This
feature is included alongside a suite
of electrical tests and a high quality
digital camera that enables images
taken during visual inspections to be
tagged against assessments for full
record keeping and traceability
purposes. 
Stand Q2002
Tel: 0191 586 3511

RRC will again be taking to the floor
at this year’s Safety & Health Expo.
Visitor’s to RRC’s stand can find out
more about the company’s extensive
knowledge and experience of health,
safety and environmental training.
They will also be given  information,
samples and free demonstrations of
RRC’s ever-expanding range of
NEBOSH, IOSH, IEMA, CQI and
CITB courses; and information on

Cirrus Research is taking its Noise
Doctor advisory clinic to the Safety
& Health Expo where its team will
offer advice, information and
product demonstrations on a range
of sound level meters, noise
dosimeters, training courses and
noise warning signs. Key products
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